
CourtCall Delivers 
Updated Virtual Court 
Services with Customized 
AWS Solutions 

CourtCall is a video call software company primarily serving law offices 
and state court rooms. Today, CourtCall is the industry leader for 
conducting remote court appearances throughout the United States, 
Canada, and worldwide. CourtCall was initially migrated by Connectria’s 
professional services team to AWS, after which the project moved to 
the managed services team to provide continued AWS support.

Connectria’s experience transcends migration and offers 
transformational automation that helped CourtCall take advantage 
of DevOps and containerization to help make their infrastructure 
and processes faster and more efficient. Additionally, CourtCall was 
looking for post-migration maintenance assistance to take advantage 
of an established relationship with a team already familiar with their 
environment rather than engaging a new partner.

The Challenge
Needing a third-party to review their AWS infrastructure for security 
and efficiency before migration go-live, CourtCall’s development 
partner referred the company to Connectria. Within their environment, 
CourtCall was using Docker containers and their team wanted to 
incorporate automation that would allow for more efficiency in 
their release process. Connectria was tasked with reviewing the 
environment, making necessary changes, and providing support 
following the go-live event.

Platform
• AWS 

AWS Tools Implemented
• CloudWatch
• EC2
• ECS
• Docker
• Fargate
• RDS

Other Services Provided
• Containers
• Infrastructure Rebuild
• AWS Managed Services
• DevOps Implementation
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The Solution

Connectria performed a complete discovery and assessment of the 
environment and created a plan to rebuild an infrastructure with nine EC2 
instances, four RDS instances, and ten Fargate tasks. The environment 
was rebuilt incorporating changes relative to security and efficiency. 
The new infrastructure design allowed for a production environment 
that followed the AWS security best practices. In addition, Connectria’s 
design enhanced the client’s management of their Docker containers. 
CourtCall now has four self-contained environments in AWS.

To make the environment more automated and efficient, Connectria 
wrote a custom GitLab automation allowing CourtCall to perform rolling 
updates instead of manually pushing them. These Gitlab updates have 
allowed CourtCall to push features more quickly which has been especially 
beneficial during the pandemic where video conferencing services for courts, 
have largely gone virtual. 

Lastly, Connectria is providing AWS managed services for the client, including 
server monitoring and incident response management, monthly health 
checks, on-demand IAM configuration and management, on-demand security 
governance, and more.

The Results
The optimizations made by Connectria has allowed CourtCall to push product 
updates into their platform much more quickly than before, resulting in a more 
robust delivery of new features. This has allowed CourtCall to adapt quickly and 
provide their customers with the tools needed to adapt to a growing virtual 
presence.

“Connectria created custom monitoring which has further enabled speed to 
market and greater access to analytics. The specific endpoints of CourtCall’s 
application are monitored, so that’s a level of customization they wouldn’t 
get out of the box with AWS Cloudwatch. These services are key in helping 
CourtCall with uptime and cost management,” said Jeremy Steinert,  
Connectria CTO. 
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About CourtCall

CourtCall was established in 
1995, with the desire to make 
remote court appearances 
simple, accessible, and affordable 
for all parties. Their Remote 
Appearance Platform enables 
judges, court staff, attorneys, 
and others to appear in court 
without being physically present.

CourtCall developed the Remote 
Appearance Platform, creating an 
organized and voluntary way for 
attorneys to appear for routine 
matters in civil, family, criminal, 
probate, bankruptcy, workers’ 
compensation and other cases 
from their offices, homes, or 
other convenient locations. 
Designed with reliable and user-
friendly technologies, courts and 
remote participants experience 
seamless communication during 
cases, while benefiting from 
significant time and cost savings.

For more information visit
courtcall.com
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Connectria has worked in tandem with CourtCall’s development teams to build 
custom solutions that fit their specific application. This also includes in-depth 
monitoring and reporting capabilities that allow CourtCall to make the right 
decisions for their business and manage their 

  

About Connectria
From Fortune 100 enterprises to medium and small businesses, Connectria 
provides managed cloud, managed services, and compliant cloud security 
solutions to more than 1,000 global customers. Working as an extension 
of each customer’s IT team, we deliver technology-agnostic solutions 
consistently, with depth and breadth of engineering expertise, scalable 
solutions, and speed to market.  Our “No Jerks Allowed®” philosophy includes 
flexible terms, straight-forward pricing, and custom solutions. With a culture 
based on integrity and an unwavering employee commitment to treating 
every customer with a relentless focus on satisfaction, it’s easy to do 
business with Connectria.

Connect with us today
Talk to one of our IT advisors  
by calling 800.781.7820  
or reaching out to us by email: 
sales@connectria.com.
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